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Glossary 
 

PCR: PCR is the Production Control Room. It is a room from where programme producers direct 

and control every live and recorded show.  

Neuron Content: Neuron content is a template-based system that integrates graphics, creation, 

and management into most newsrooms and production control rooms. It allows the editing of 

template graphics.  

Neuron Controller: Neuron controller is a software module. It allows preview, playout, editing, 

and customization of graphics. 

Aston: Aston is an on-screen graphic that appears on the bottom of a television screen. It gives the 

name and designation of the host and guests and the topic/theme in the frame.  

CasperCG: CasperCG is a software responsible for professional graphics, audio, and video 

playout. It is used to control graphics and recording. Through CasperCG software, a show starts 

with an opening string and ends with an ending string. 

String: String is the music of a TV programme. It is a signal to the show presenter that the show 

is about to start, end, or take a break.  

Cue Card: Cue card is a card that contains brief information about a particular show. It helps the 

show presenter remember what they have to say. 

Vox Pop: Vox Pop is the voice of the people or people’s opinions. It is a short video out of clips 

of interviews with the public.   
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Introduction 
 

 

In my capacity as a student specialising in the field of media studies within the English language 

context, I was afforded the opportunity to engage in a comprehensive exploration of the diverse 

areas of the media and culture industry. From an early age, I have been curious to learn the inner 

workings of this industry and the principles and ethos followed. Hence, I was excited to learn that, 

my department, the Department of English and Humanities provides the option to write a thesis or 

do an internship report. I chose the latter and joined Nexus Television as an intern. This is a 

Bengali-language infotainment television channel in Bangladesh, which is distinguished for its 

coverage of various facets of commerce and lifestyle.  

The experience of working as an intern in a completely professional setup was quite amazing. It 

helped me to achieve professional as well as personal development. It allowed me to practically 

apply the knowledge that I had acquired as a media major student of the ENH department at BRAC 

University.  

The programme department mainly produces various documentaries, and live and recorded 

programmes that showcase current affairs, the struggles and rural lives of Bangladeshis, the 

empowerment of women, the prosperity of the youth and the country, and so on. Most importantly, 

this department deals with the pre-production, production, and post-production segments of a 

show/ TV programme. It plans, designs, produces, and monitors programmes according to 

particular themes and topics. 

I worked behind several live and recorded shows and also learnt to write documentary show scripts. 

The courses such as Cultural Studies, Globalisation and Media, Editing, etc. helped me to work in 

a television channel and practically apply my knowledge of the media industry to my work.   
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My role as a production assistant at the programme department of Nexus Television has been a 

great learning experience that helped me grow personally and professionally. I believe it enhanced 

my academic learning since I was able to apply theoretical knowledge and skills in a practical 

field. This report is a reflection of my three-month-long internship journey and gives an insight 

into the role I played and the organisational culture that I have been exposed to, as a Production 

Assistant at Nexus Television.  
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Chapter One 

Brief History of Nexus Television 

 

 

Nexus means bonding. The slogan of this television channel is “Bonding of Life”/ “Jiboner 

Bandhan”.  

Nexus Television is a Bengali-language satellite and cable infotainment television channel in 

Bangladesh. The channel was launched on 30 July 2021 and it is owned by S. Alam Group of 

Industries. It is the country's first non-fiction infotainment television channel and so it does not air 

drama, movies, sports, and news like other television channels in Bangladesh. Nexus is a modern 

business and lifestyle television channel that has the latest technology to meet the expectations of 

our Bangladeshi audiences. It broadcasts documentaries, talk shows, and other programmes which 

help disseminate information in an entertaining way. The channel has been established with the 

conviction to make itself recognisable and worthy among all Bangladeshi TV channels. It is 

committed to the ambition of providing people with quality content regarding infotainment and 

lifestyle.  

Nexus has a group of modern, skilled, cultured, refined, and talented employees who have honesty, 

commitment, and assuredness in their jobs. These talented professionals work with devotion and 

passion in their respective jobs. They work hard to keep the channel running smoothly and 

effectively. It has a creative team that includes script writers and motion graphics designers who 

have expertise in their respective fields. The programme department at which I have worked has 
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talented and creative individuals like editors, senior producers, producers, assistant producers, 

associate producers, production assistants, sound editors, video editors, digital media team, etc. 

and they have excellent knowledge and expertise in their sector.  The organisation has valuable 

and experienced employees who have previously worked with various television channels and 

hence they have many years of work experience.  

Vision of Nexus 

Being the country's first non-fiction satellite television channel, Nexus Television has the vision 

to contribute to improving the quality of life by satisfying the needs of information and 

entertainment of Bangladeshi audiences. Since it is a newly launched TV channel, it promises to 

stand out among the other TV channels in Bangladesh and prove its worth. It has the motto to 

continue delivering relatable and quality content to the audience. Nexus office has a talented team 

of experienced professionals as well as young individuals and interns, who have a smooth 

connection between them. The professionals and beginners work hand in hand that combine fresh 

perspectives and valuable experience.  

Mission of Nexus 

Nexus has a core mission to support the development of youth and women and help them enhance 

their skills and competencies at a national level. Moreover, the channel aims to broadcast 

programmes regarding business, economics, education, and health and to promote programmes to 

increase the development and prosperity of the country and communications between people.  The 

programme department is full of honest and hardworking people who are always busy designing, 

planning, producing, and supervising old and newly added non-fiction programmes keeping the 
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social context and relevance in mind. Everybody related to the production team works quite hard 

to create a great impact on our audience. 

Functional Departments of Nexus Television 

Nexus has a total of five functional departments which are well-organised and managed by 

experienced individuals. The different departments at Nexus Television are:  

Human Resources & Administration Department 

Accounts & Finance Department 

Sales & Marketing Department 

Programme Department  

Broadcast Department.  

 

The programme department and broadcast department work hand in hand to produce and 

broadcast all the shows smoothly and efficiently.  
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Initiation Process as an Intern 
 

As my bachelor’s degree has a requirement to do an internship in any relevant field — such as 

newspaper offices, television channels, advertising agencies, or any organisations belonging to the 

media industry — I had to search for these organisations through the Office of Career Services 

and Alumni Relations (OCSAR, BRACU), LinkedIn, and Google. OCSAR could not find a job as 

per my subject area and qualifications, so I approached DBC News, Boishakhi TV, and Grey 

Advertising Bangladesh Ltd. to apply for the position of an intern. It was quite difficult to find an 

internship as an undergraduate in such a short period. Finally, a classmate suggested that I try 

Nexus Television. I was met with a welcoming atmosphere at the channel, where a senior 

employee looked at my CV and briefed me about the television channel, its working process, and 

the internship programme. I was then informed that my job interview would take place 

immediately. The interview conducted by the Programme Head went quite well as both of the 

interviewers seemed happy with my answers. When the results were announced, I was happy to 

discover my name among the successful candidates. I quickly completed all formalities and 

submitted all required documents. Soon after joining the channel, I started working with the 

Production team. 
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Chapter Two 

Internship Duties 

 

My internship responsibilities at Nexus Television included quite a lot of things such as writing 

Bengali in Bijoy, collecting information on programmes, making documents and writing Astons 

for shows, communicating with guests, working in the PCR, organising sets and monitoring shows, 

framing interview questions and writing the documentary script, etc. I was associated with 

different live programmes and recorded shows. The shows that I worked behind as a production 

assistant are: 

⮚ Islami Jibonbidhan 

⮚ Ladies Club 

⮚ Satdin 

⮚ Kontho Charo Jore 

⮚ Ai Amar Bangladesh 

⮚ Nari Preronamoyi 

⮚ Romjan Alapon 

⮚ Vision Digital Kitchen 

⮚ Shohoj Recipe 

⮚ Mojadar Recipe 

⮚ The RJ Kebria Show 

The things that I learnt and the description of the job roles that I played during the internship period 

are as follows:  
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Writing Bengali in Bijoy 

 

Being a Bengali-language satellite television channel, all the shows and programmes of Nexus TV 

are based on the Bangladeshi context. Hence, all the documents, scripts, questionnaires, and other 

written assignments are done in Bengali. The first thing that I had to learn in the office was typing 

Bangla in Bijoy Bayanno (Bengali keyboard software). Typing in Bangla was one of the major 

tasks for interns in this office. Earlier it was difficult but within ten days I was able to type and 

write documents in Bangla in Bijoy Bayanno.  

Collecting Information on Programmes 

  

Nexus Television airs four different live shows every day, and the themes and topics of these 

shows are decided by the producers. Each day there is a new relevant topic, new host, and guest 

list for each of the live and recorded programmes. This information is often provided in the 

WhatsApp group by the producers and programme coordinators. As an intern and a production 

assistant, I was given the task to collect and pen down the topic name, host and guest list, and other 

necessary details of the live shows named “Islami Jibonbidhan”, “Ladies Club”, and “Satdin”. I 

had to collect the names and designations of the guests and the hosts and collect pictures of the 

guests who were going to arrive at the live shows.  

Making Documents and Writing Astons  

 

After collecting all the necessary information about the show, I had to put them in Word documents 

with the date mentioned. Further, I had to print out two copies of the script and show it to a senior 

producer to recheck the information. If he said that the topic name or the host’s/ guest’s name of a 

particular show needed correction or modification, I had to make changes in the copy and if he 

gave me the yes signal to go ahead with the show script, I had to save the information in the word 

file. Then, when I was done writing the details of a particular show, I had to copy and paste them 
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and start writing on the Neuron content software. Neuron is a template-based system that integrates 

graphics, creation, and management into most newsrooms and production control rooms. In 

Neuron content, one can write and edit template graphics. This software is designed for the 

newsroom and production control room. Aston making is writing the names of the topic/theme, 

and names and designations of the show hosts and guests on these editing templates. Learning to 

write Aston correctly is quite important as it appears on the television channel when the show goes 

on air. Only by looking at the Astons, the audience can know the names of the host and the guests 

and other details of a particular show. 

 

Figure 1: Aston making on Neuron Content 
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Figure 2: Aston as a topic name 

Work in the PCR 

 

PCR stands for Production Control Room. It is a room inside the studio where programme 

producers direct and control every live and recorded show that goes on air. Being a production 

assistant, my main job was to work in the PCR with the senior programme producers and the 

colleagues responsible for audio and video control. All the shows and programmes are controlled 

by the PCR. Before starting a live programme, I had to complete several tasks in the PCR. Firstly, 

I had to play the Astons through a software module that allows preview, playout, editing, and 

customization of graphics (Neuron Controller) which I had created previously on the Neuron 

Content software. Then I had to show it to one of the producers and he/she had to recheck the 

Astons. Through the Neuron Controller, the Astons appear on the monitor of the control room, and 

from there the producers can check whether they are correct or not. After that, it is quite important 

to select the suitable opening string, break string, and ending string of a particular show through 

the CasparCG software. CasparCG server is a software responsible for audio and video playout 

and through this, a show starts with an opening string/music and ends with an ending string/music. 
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The break string indicates a break segment in between the show. Playing the strings is essential as 

it is a signal to the show presenter that the show is about to start or end. Also, these strings help 

achieve the gracefulness of a TV programme. Furthermore, I had to prepare a cue card and hand 

it over to the show presenter. This card contains brief information about a particular show which 

helps the presenter/host remember the key points and details of that particular show. All these tasks 

have to be completed at least fifteen minutes before the live show starts. 

When the actual live show starts, the situation at the PCR gets pretty hectic. Producers, along with 

one or two production assistants, need to be present at the PCR at least fifteen minutes before a 

show starts. Following the rundown, the producer alerts when and which string should be played. 

One assistant plays the suitable string from the computer right after hearing the word ‘play’ from 

the producer and one assistant remains ready to give the countdown to the show presenter to start 

or to hold the show. It is a crucial task because if one plays the string one second early or later than 

the actual playtime, the live programme can get disrupted. Then one producer or assistant gets the 

responsibility of handling live phone calls from the audience and pen down the name, address, and 

questions asked by the audience. Another assistant instantly makes Astons which contain 

information about the audience. After that, the producer transfers the live phone call to the 

presenter at the studio and the assistant fires/plays the Astons after getting the signal from the 

producer and live video editor. The sync between the live video editor, the producer, and the 

production assistant is quite important here. When the video editor plays a particular close shot or 

master shot it goes on air and the assistant needs to play the particular Aston keeping a sync with 

the shot. For example, when a close shot of the presenter or guest appears on the screen, the 

assistant needs to play the host/guest Aston and similarly play the topic name/phone number/Zoom 

ID when a master shot appears on the screen. The producer is there to direct the assistant about 
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when and which Aston is to be played/fired. Besides, another assistant has to pen down live 

questions from the audience that are attractive, discussion-worthy, and controversial which is 

uploaded later on the channel’s Facebook page and YouTube channel. I have learned these tasks 

with the guidance of the programme producers and senior production assistants. As a media major 

student, these tasks were completely new for me which I learnt beyond my academic learning. 

 

 

Figure 3: Aston preview on Neuron Controller 
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Figure 4: Presenter's Aston 

 

 

Figure 5: Strings on Caspar CG 
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Figure 6: The PCR 

 

 

Communication with the Guest 

 

Confirming guests was another essential task as a production assistant. The prominent 

personalities, celebrities, and people who earned success in their respective job sectors come to 

Nexus’s shows as guests. According to the scheduled guest lists, I had to confirm the guests who 

were going to appear in a particular show, a day beforehand. Firstly, I had to note down the guest 

list and details of the show and then I text and call the guests one by one. I had to send them the 

location of our TV station, inform them about the dress code (if any is required), show name, 

schedule, and topic, and ask for their name and designation written in Bengali, solo pictures, and 

other necessary details through WhatsApp. These details are needed to make digital posters and 

upload them on social media. Further, I had to call the guests at least 3-4 hours before the show 

time and check when they were arriving, whether they were facing trouble arriving, and whether 

they were going to come or not. After the guests arrived, I had to escort them to the makeup room 
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and ask the makeup persons and staff to get the guests ready for the show. Then I had to inform 

the show producer and senior production assistant about the guests’ arrival so that they could start 

preparing the show. Often, along with the show producer, I talked to the guests about the show 

concept and topic that they were going to discuss on that episode.  

Organising the Set and Monitoring Shows 

 

As a production assistant, I had the task of helping organise the studio set and check the light, 

sound, props, and other equipment. Before the start of a show, the programme producer would 

always tell me to check whether every item on the set was organised properly or not. I had to tell 

the employees who were responsible for the light, sound, and set equipment, to recheck the light 

setting, audio, and props so that no error could occur during the show. Sometimes I had to organise 

the set with a senior production assistant when the producer felt like making some changes to the 

set arrangement. Besides, the producer would tell me to check if the microphones and lapels are 

working properly and inform the sound editors as clear audio is a must on a television programme. 

The producer and the production assistants monitor every minor detail from the PCR. I, along with 

my colleagues, had to make sure the microphone lapels were attached to the show presenters and 

the guests in the right manner, and the costumes and makeup were on point. In case any error 

occurred with the sound or if anything did not look visually appealing on the camera during the 

live show, I and the senior production assistant had to rush to the studio set between the break 

segments and correct that error then and there.  
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Figure 7: The studio set for Ladies Club 

 

For instance, the shows “Vision Digital Kitchen”, “Shohoj Recipe” and “Mojadar Recipe” were 

Ramadan special cooking shows and in them, I helped with the organisation and execution. Such 

as I worked with the producer and helped her with the recipe selection which had to be a quick, 

easy as well as visually appealing recipe. Also, during the production of these shows, I worked as 

an assistant to make sure the shooting set and props were looking perfect. I was given the 

responsibility of arranging every food item, and props and rearranging the set along with the 

producer and the senior production assistant. 
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Figure 8: The studio set for Vision Digital Kitchen 

 

 

Figure 9: Monitoring the show from PCR 
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Framing Interview Questions 

 

Writing questionnaires for the show was another task to do as a production assistant. The 

programme producer used to choose a certain topic for a particular show and we, the production 

assistants, had to construct questionnaires based on that topic. The interview questions were made 

based on researched facts from authentic sources and a little brainstorming. For example, I made 

questionnaires for the live shows called “Satdin” and “Ladies Club” and an Eid exclusive recorded 

programme named “The RJ Kebria Show” for various episodes. The questions were always based 

on our country’s context. I made questions for the episode “বিনেোদনে িোঙ্গোবিয়োেো” which was 

aired on 19th April in 2023 (Refer to Figures 5 and 6 in Appendix) and “উৎসনি বিনেোদনে 

চিচ্চিত্র” which was aired on 20th April in 2023 (Refer to Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Appendix.) I 

wrote these questions for the show named “Satdin”. The host Jakia Sultana asked these questions 

to prominent personalities and celebrities such as Nima Rahman, Tootli Rahman, AAMS Arefin 

Siddique, Kazi Hayat, Ilias Kanchan, and Anjana Rahman on the show. 

For “The RJ Kebria Show”, I framed interview questions for celebrities and social media 

influencers Petuk Couple, Salman Muqtadir, and Sohag360. (Refer to Figures 7 and 8 in 

Appendix.) The show host RJ Kebria interviewed these celebrities. He asked these questions that 

I framed for the episodes that aired on 21st, 23rd and 26th April in 2023.  

Writing Documentary Scripts  

 

Nexus Television airs different documentaries featuring Bangladesh, its people, and their lives 

through the documentary show, “Ai Amar Bangladesh”. I learnt to write documentary scripts for 

this show. A documentary script is a non-fiction form of storytelling that describes reality. At first, 

a senior producer showed me some sample scripts that were written by him. Then he told me to 
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write an introductory narrative script about the fishing equipment of Chalanbil in Natore, named 

“মোছ ধরোর সোমগ্রী”. While trying to write documentary scripts for the first time, I was introduced 

to a term called ‘Vox Pop’. Vox pop is the voice of the people or people’s opinions. It is a short 

series of interviews with the public. At first, I was having difficulty writing the script and could 

not write it properly. The senior writer advised me to listen to the vox pop and see the video footage 

that he collected from a few villages in Natore. Also, he told me to edit the sentence structure and 

include some lively and aesthetic Bengali words. Keeping that feedback in mind, I wrote another 

narrative script on “মোছ ধরোর সোমগ্রী”. This time my script was approved by him. After that, I 

assisted him in writing another documentary script about a person called Narayan Chandra Halder 

and his self-made library. This documentary was named “কোঠবমস্ত্রীর পোঠোগোর”.  

 

 

Figure 10: The Documentary Show: Kathmistrir Pathagar 
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Chapter Three 

Theoretical Application to Internship Experience 

 

Being a student of Media and Cultural Studies, I was fascinated to learn how media can play an 

important role in shaping people’s perspectives about something. Undoubtedly, one of the most 

powerful aspects of media is that it can generate public opinion. Both digital and print media 

possess the ability to dictate the thoughts, reactions, and consumptions of people about certain 

issues. Therefore, digital and print media can either be used as a weapon of mass destruction or 

can become the voice of justice. It depends on the agenda of those people who are working behind 

the scenes and running those global organisations.  

The courses and theories that I have learnt in my undergraduate programme, have enhanced my 

understanding of the media world. Courses offered in the English department, such as ENG401: 

Editing, ENG331:Cultural Studies: Theory and Practice, and ENG333:Globalisation and Media 

have helped me work as an intern in the media industry. The theories and concepts taught in these 

courses reflected the reality of media and technology. These concepts helped shape my knowledge 

of the media industry and helped me work efficiently as a production assistant. In the following 

discussion, I will point out some theories that are connected to my internship experience.  

Popular Culture and High Culture 

 

In this modern era, there are dynamic manifestations of globalisation in print media and digital 

media which are closely connected with the rest of the world. As globalisation has happened at a 

rapid pace, every nation’s culture, religion, politics, and economy have become intertwined. I have 

found myself connecting well with the book written by John Storey called Cultural Theory and 

Popular Culture (2009). Storey asserts that culture is a growing process in which the relationship 
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between power and politics challenges the existing power structure. The author highlights the 

power of media in shaping social rules and norms. This particular aspect is similar to the present 

situation of how today’s social media is used in favour of the political parties to achieve their 

agenda. The author further introduces the idea of high culture versus popular culture. High culture 

refers to the culture of intellectual people who practice and keep an interest in aesthetic art, 

classical music, dance, literature, etc. On the contrary, popular culture refers to the culture of mass 

people (Storey). Working at a TV station, I have been able to understand the preferences and 

choices of the Bangladeshi audience regarding television programmes. For instance, I noticed 

people are more interested in watching shows about movies and dramas, festival celebrations, 

carnivals, celebrities, and their lifestyles, etc. which proves that Bengalis are more attracted to 

popular culture and high culture is not practiced by them. As a result, Nexus TV emphasises on 

producing more of these types of programmes to increase viewership. For example, Nexus 

Television airs two television programmes named “The RJ Kebria Show” and “Ladies Club” and 

in these programmes, they invite celebrities and prominent personalities. These programmes 

showcase celebrities, their lifestyle, controversies, etc. These two programmes gave gained 

popularity among the Bangladeshi audience.  
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Figure 11: The RJ Kebria Show 

 

 

Figure 12: Ladies Club 
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Hyperreality in Media 

 

In this era, the media industry incorporates the theory of hyperreality in television shows, films, 

and sometimes in the news. Working in this industry, I have found great similarity in my internship 

experience to this theory. Hyperreality is a postmodernist theory coined by French sociologist and 

cultural theorist Jean Baudrillard in his work Simulacra and Simulation (1994).  The theory says 

that something that is real and something artificial is blended in such a way that there cannot be 

any clear distinction between the two. Media organisations blend the real and the fiction so that 

the audience cannot distinguish between any of these two. Sometimes the reality of a TV show or 

programme needs to be compromised to look more presentable to the audience. In this industry, 

reality seems more real than reality itself. Baudrillard claims that hyperreality is connected to the 

idea of simulacrum which replaces the reality of anything with its representation. In his 

perspective, the contemporary world is constantly being replaced with a false visualisation of 

reality (Baudrillard 3).  

Media organisations produce TV shows, films, and programmes compromising reality. At Nexus, 

the studio set is designed and organised in a way that it looks visually appealing. The set design, 

lights, props, sound, and the well-curated and edited video footage of a TV show are constructed 

in a way that everything looks perfect and more than real. I worked behind the show named “Vision 

Digital Kitchen” as a production assistant. For this show, I was given the task of making sure that 

the props and set arrangement were giving the vibe of an actual kitchen. It was necessary so that 

the audience could not find out whether it was a well-organised studio set or a person’s kitchen. 
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Figure 13: Set arrangement for Vision Digital Kitchen 

 

 

Figure 14: Broadcast of Vision Digital Kitchen 
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Media Ethics of Journalism 

 

 

When producing programmes and reporting news, media organisations are bound to follow 

particular norms, values, and guidelines. Media ethics is a term that refers to these guidelines. In 

the article, “5 Rules of Ethical Journalism” (2022), Allison Hill states that there are five important 

rules of journalism. They are Truth and Accuracy, Transparency, Integrity, Independence, and 

Fairness and Balance. 

• Truth and Accuracy 

Nexus Television’s infotainment programmes are always based on reliable facts. This channel 

aims to provide the latest and up-to-date information to its audience. The programme producers 

research thoroughly before planning and producing the content of a programme. I was instructed 

to search for accurate information before writing about any celebrity or prominent personality. I 

was advised to follow different credible sources such as Prothom Alo, The Daily Star, Kaler 

Kontho, etc. to check relevant facts before making the interview questions. After getting the 

background news and information, I tried to write accurate and factual questions. For example, I 

went through the news articles of Prothom Alo and The Daily Star before making the interview 

questions for Salman Muqtadir, Petuk Couple, and Sohag360.  

• Transparency 

For any media outlet, it is important to identify the sources of the information as this builds 

credibility and trust among the audience. Nexus Television is always careful about attributing the 

sources, especially if the content involves a serious issue or influential people.  
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• Integrity 

Nexus Television always treats sources with dignity and respect. It broadcasts live and recorded 

programmes without affecting the lives of the people involved. The channel keeps the sources 

private when it is needed to hide the identity. For instance, in a programme like “Satdin”, collected 

online video footage is edited carefully and shown in the programme.  

• Independence 

Nexus is a private satellite TV channel, owned by the S. Alam Group of Industries. Thus, it is not 

influenced by any political party or organisation, proving it to be an independent television 

channel. The Programme producers are free to choose a topic to make content out of it. The channel 

airs programmes regarding current affairs, the struggle of Bangladeshis, and serious issues that 

may involve influential people.  

• Fairness and Balance 

Nexus Television does not produce any programme that is biased or unjust. The channel is 

unbiased towards any community, gender, political party, or influential people. While working as 

an intern at Nexus Television, I was always taught not to write or say any words that can promote 

violence, defamation, or instigation. I was instructed to frame the interview questions in a way that 

they would be fair and unbiased as well as devoid of personal opinion and emotion. I wrote 

interview questions for Salman Muqtadir for an episode of the show named “The RJ Kebria Show”. 

(Refer to Figure 7 in Appendix.) This episode was telecast on 23rd April in 2023. The show host 

RJ Kebria asked some questions to the guest Salman Muqtadir that were written by me. These 

questions were based on his life and career. Some of these questions were quite interesting and 

they were written purely for entertainment purposes. The words in the questionnaire did not 
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promote any type of defamation or violence. The questions were framed devoid of personal 

opinion. 

Implementation of Narrative Storytelling 

 

The theory that is widely used in the journalism industry is “Narrative Storytelling”. In the Editing 

course (ENG401), I learnt that narrative influences the writer as well as the reader to get into 

someone else’s skin. Narrative storytelling uses a combination of components such as delayed 

lead, anecdotal lead, conversational quality, voice, and color and may add devices such as 

dialogue, internal monologue, metaphor, etc. (Smith et al. 112). A lead is an opening paragraph 

and it can be written in many ways. Narrative storytelling has some sort of sentimental background 

attached to it. The visual effects, background music, and script of a documentary show are 

structured in such a way that can make the audience feel emotionally attached to it. Also, it can 

raise awareness, educate, and change the opinions of the audience. The whole purpose of narrative 

storytelling is to give the audience a sense of belongingness by bringing changes to the community 

and the country.  

While trying to write documentary scripts for the programmes I was taught to write them in a 

narrative style. For example, I wrote a script for the documentary called “কোঠবমস্ত্রীর পোঠোগোর”. 

(Refer to Figures 9, 10, and 11 in Appendix.) This documentary featured a person named Narayan 

Chandra Halder and his self-made library. The narrator used my script to narrate this documentary 

video. It was broadcasted on 27th June 2023. The opening paragraph of the script was “পপশোয় 

কোঠবমবস্ত্র। বকন্তু পিোনক পচনে িোইনেবরয়োে বিনসনি। সকোি সন্ধ্যো তোর পোঠোগোনর পোঠনকর বিড়।” 

I have written the opening paragraph of the script using the delayed lead. I wrote this paragraph 

before writing the actual message of the documentary, to grab the attention of the audience. A 
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delayed lead is used to grab the audience’s attention by delaying the actual story. Further, I wrote, 

“েোম েোরোয়ণ চন্দ্র িোিদোর। ঝোিকোঠঠ শিনরর উনবোধে মোধযবমক বিদযোিনয়র সোমনে তোর িইনয়র 

িুিে। অিোনির সংসোর। মোধযবমনকর গচ্চিও পপনরোনত পোনরেবে। বকন্তু েোরোয়ণ এখে সিযসোচী 

পিখক সসয়দ আিী আিসোনের িোষোয় পেসিুনক পিনখে: পোঠোগোর বেিঃসনেনি বিবখত িোষোর 

সঞ্চয় পকন্দ্র। এখোনে মোেুষ বিপুি পৃবিিীর বিবচত্র সঞ্চনয়র সনঙ্গ পবরবচবত িয়। প্রবতবদে তোর এই 

িইনয়র দুবেয়োয় যোরো আনসে, তোনদরনক সন্মোবেত পোঠক উনেখ কনর েোরোয়ণ বিনখনছে, ‘কত 

মনেোনযোগ বদনয় তোরো পড়নছে। পদখনত অিোক িোনগ।’” Before jumping into the actual story of 

Narayan Chandra Halder and his library, I wrote the first few paragraphs to provide a background 

story of the context. A narrative storyline requires the writer to get the facts right as well as to offer 

insight and interpretation. It can be from the writer’s observations or the well-chosen quotes (Smith 

et al. 112). To offer some insights into Narayan Mistri’s library, I have quoted Mr. Narayan’s 

words in the script. He commented, “পোঠকনদর পছনের তোবিকোই প্রধোে। বিবিন্ন পোঠক পয িই 

পড়নত চোে তো বিনখ পরনখ যোে। আবম পসই িই সংগ্রি কনর তোনদর জোেোই। এনত কনর আমোরও 

িোনিো পিখক সর্ম্ পনক ধোরণো িয় পতমবে সকনিই পড়নত পোনরে।” Furthermore, narrative 

storytelling provides a sentimental background. The purpose is to make the audience feel 

emotionally attached. For example, in the script I inserted an emotional quotation by Mr. Narayan 

which went like, “অবিতবেক চোকুরী করবছ একটো জেগনণর বিশ্ববিদযোিনয়র কনয়কঠট পনদ, 

ঝোড়ুদোর িইনত িোইনেয়োে পযর্ন্প। কনি পিতে িনি েো িনি ঠঠক েোই।” This quote was inserted in 

order to ascribe thoughts and emotions to the audience’s mind. Also, I added another emotional 

sentence, “আমৃতুয গ্রন্থোগোরঠট চোবিনয় যোনিে েোরোয়ে। বদনে বদনে গ্রন্থোগোনরর িইনয়র সংখযো িৃচ্চি 

পোওয়োয় এখে দুঠট কনেও িনে েো। েোরোয়নের দোিী, স্থোয়ী একঠট িুবমনত গ্রন্থোগোরঠটর ঠঠকোেো 
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কনর বদনি সরকোর। যবদও বতবে অসংখযিোর আশ্বোস পপনয়নছে। আিোর জেপ্রবতবেবধনদর কোছ 

পিনক িৎপসেোও পপনয়নছে। বকন্তু তোর মৃতুযর পর গ্রন্থোগোরঠট বকিোনি ঠটনক িোকনি তো বেনয় 

বচবর্ন্ত।” I wrote this sentence to encourage the reader to experience what the subject (Mr. 

Narayan) has experienced. 

Avoidance of Sexism and Racism 

In today’s world, sexism and racism are two key terms that are inherently related to the media 

industry. At present, the media has been a proactive medium in building sexist and racist ideas and 

using them for their benefit. Sometimes media uses blacks, women, and other minority groups to 

increase the business. In my Editing course (ENG 401) I learnt that it is important to use gender-

neutral words to avoid sexist and racist remarks on print media and broadcast media. I learnt to 

replace masculine words with gender-neutral words like replacing ‘chairman’, ‘salesman’, and 

‘spokesman’ with ‘chairperson’, ‘salesperson’, and ‘spokesperson’. It is necessary to get rid of 

words like ‘male dancer’, ‘male nurse’ or ‘female doctor’ to eliminate occupational stereotypes 

(Smith et al. 172) 

Being an infotainment satellite TV channel in Bangladesh, Nexus is quite careful regarding sexism 

and racism in their TV programmes. When writing a concept or topic for a programme, the 

programme producers researched thoroughly to prevent any kind of sexist or racist ideas. While 

making interview questions I was taught to avoid writing any kind of sexist or racist words that 

might offend people. For example, when framing interview questions for the show “Satdin” I wrote 

gender-neutral words like ‘অবিেয়বশল্পী’, ‘পবরচোিক’ and ‘েযোশে বিজোইেোর’ instead of ‘েোরী 

অবিেয়বশল্পী’, ‘মবিিো পবরচোিক’ and ‘মবিিো েযোশে বিজোইেোর’. These words are written to 

eliminate occupational stereotypes. (Refer to Figure 5 in Appendix.) These questions were asked 
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by the show host Jakia Sultana in an episode of “Satdin”. She interviewed the guests Nima 

Rahman, Tootli Rahman, and AAMS Arefin Siddique. This episode was broadcasted on 19th April 

2023. 

Moreover, I was instructed to construct the questions keeping in mind the gender, age, and 

profession of the guests of a particular show. For instance, for the 20th April episode of “Satdin”, 

I wrote questions based on the topic named “উৎসনি বিনেোদনে চিচ্চিত্র”. I framed questions for 

Bangladeshi film director and producer Kazi Hayat. (Refer to Figures 1 and 2 in Appendix.) These 

questions were different from the ones I wrote for Bangladeshi film actor Ilias Kanchan and film 

actress Anjana Rahman. (Refer to Figures 3 and 4 in Appendix.) I had to keep in mind the 

difference between their age, gender, and profession while writing these questions. The show host 

Jakia Sultana asked the questions to these celebrities that were framed by me. These questions 

were based on our country’s culture, film industry, and Eid celebrations. The interview questions 

were made for entertainment purposes and did not contain any kind of sexist or racist remarks. 
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Chapter Four 

Challenges 
 

 

Although my internship experience at Nexus Television taught me many things about the role of 

a production assistant and the world of media in general, it also brought many difficulties and 

hurdles that I faced with confidence. These challenges eventually helped me improve and carry 

out a successful and productive internship. 

The toughest challenge I had to face as an intern at Nexus Television was to control live 

programmes in Production Control Room (PCR) along with the senior producers. Every task at 

PCR had to be done with precise accuracy and according to the rundown provided. It was important 

to complete all the tasks immediately as they came, or the live programme could get disrupted. 

Hence, the atmosphere at the PCR used to get quite hectic with all the production assistants and 

programme producers getting busy pulling out a live show.  

 Learning to type Bangla in Bijoy and write scripts and questionnaires in Bangla was another 

difficult task that I was required to perform. Typing in Bangla was one of the major tasks for 

interns in this office. Earlier it was difficult to quickly write the Astons in Bangla during the live 

programmes. Also, it was challenging to make interview questions and write the documentary 

script in Bangla as it required one to have a rich vocabulary and the ability to write in a 

sophisticated tone. Thus, I was overwhelmed by the workload as this was my very first experience 

in a professional work field.  

Not a challenge, but surely a source of disappointment was the lack of variety in my duties. Being 

an intern, I was not given any variety of work. In the initial stages, I was told to just observe how 

things are done at a programme department. One cannot undermine the significance of observation 
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in learning, but being an active and intelligent person, I felt that the duration could have been 

shorter in my case. 

The age gap between me and my seniors in the department was another factor. Due to our cultural 

constraints, it was difficult to express myself freely in front of my senior colleagues. This made 

the experience a bit uncomfortable for me.  

However, I feel blessed to have worked with such cooperative and helpful co-workers in my very 

first professional work experience. When I started getting familiar with them, I recognised my 

colleagues as helpful and welcoming since they made me feel like an important part of their team. 
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Chapter Five 

Conclusion 

 

Media has a large influence on our lives in this era of globalisation. My internship in the media 

industry enabled me to gain an in-depth knowledge of media and its impact on people’s lives.  

The job of a production assistant at a television channel is important as it requires handling several 

responsibilities at a time. Working with the production team means working closely with the 

programme producers, ensuring all the production issues are resolved to avoid any kind of delays. 

A production assistant at Nexus TV needs to assist the production team in meeting all the 

deadlines. Most importantly, he/she must follow the production schedule and help the crew prepare 

for the shoot. At a television channel like Nexus, one can learn communication, teamwork, and 

time management while working as a production assistant. To work in this industry, one needs the 

ability to work under pressure and needs to have a creative mindset. Although it might not be the 

best workplace in terms of salary, one can look at the positive aspects of this job like networking, 

gaining a good name and reputation, etc. This might be a great career for people who want to work 

in the news and entertainment industry. 

My work as a production assistant at Nexus Television has given me a whole new experience in 

the practical aspects of work in the media industry. As a production assistant, I have learnt to type 

Bengali in Bijoy, collected information on programmes, made documents, written Astons for 

shows, communicated with the guests, worked in the PCR, organised sets, monitored shows, 

framed interview questions, written documentary scripts, etc. My internship experience was 

rewarding as I learnt new skills such as communication, teamwork, and time management skills 

and developed a good professional network. Also, this was challenging because there were certain 

difficulties like controlling live programmes in a hectic atmosphere, typing Bengali in Bijoy 
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Bayanno, writing Bengali scripts and questionnaires, expressing myself freely in front of senior 

colleagues, etc., which I finally overcame. Lastly, this internship experience was transformative 

since I successfully evolved from a learner to a practitioner. 

Most importantly, this internship experience helped me enhance my academic learning as a media 

major student of the ENH department. The courses such as Cultural Studies, Globalisation and 

Media, Editing, etc. helped me in my role as a production assistant and in the practical application 

of my knowledge. After completing a three-month-long internship, I have been able to progress 

with an open mind and now the world of media has become familiar to me. I have learnt to sense 

the world with a broader perspective.  
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Appendix 
1.  

 
 

Figure 1: Interview Questions for Kazi Hayat 

 

2.  

 
 

Figure 2: Interview Questions for Kazi Hayat 
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Figure 3: Interview Questions for Ilias Kanchan 
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Figure 4: Interview Questions for Anjana Rahman 
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5.   

 
 

Figure 5: Interview Questions for Satdin (1) 

 

6.   

 
 

Figure 6: Interview Questions for Satdin (2) 
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Figure 7: Interview Questions for Salman Muqtadir      

 

8.  

 
 

Figure 8: Interview Questions for Petuk Couple and Sohag360 
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9.  

 

 

Figure 9: Documentary Script Kathmistrir Pathagar (1) 
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Figure 10: Documentary Script Kathmistrir Pathagar (2) 
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Figure 11: Documentary Script Kathmistrir Pathagar (3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


